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In our thesis we have worked to analyse text short answers then predict the score accordingly by using                                   
different extracted features. In our research we have used around 1700 data for each data_set and are                                 
scored by two different humans provided by the Hewlett foundation available in Kaggle. We have used                               
different NLP techniques to process the data in order to use it to the classifiers. Sckit was used to                                     
implement the algorithms of the different classifiers. The data were divided into two different data                             
sets, one of them was the training_set and the test_set. The training_set data was used to train the                                   
different classifiers afterwards the test_set data was given to the classifiers to predict the score. The                               




















































































































































































































The concept of Automated Essay Scoring or AES is not a new one in the field of Computer                                   
Science. People have been trying to use machines to grade papers for as long as 50 years now [1].                                     
Automated Essay Grading or Scoring is referred to the computer technology of evaluating and scoring                             
of written works [4]. The automated scoring of short answers is considered to be one of the most                                   
complicated domains [2] because it hugely depends on the similarity in semantics which means that it                               
relies on the extent to which two sentences are similar in meaning to each other. In case of short                                     
answered questions, the answers are written in short sentences and the student has to justify his                               
arguments or responses in that short span of text. As a result, two sentences might use completely                                 
different words to state the same thing while similar words might be used to express two very different                                   
kinds of sentences. For example, a student may use a synonymous word for an answer if he forgets the                                     
target  keyword  and  the  answer  would  still  be  correct.  
It is very easy for humans to judge whether two answers carry similar concepts. Machines, on                               
the other hand, can not differentiate between the sentimental or logical meanings of the two texts as                                 
easily. Another fact about long essays is that they follow certain rules of prose and grammar and have                                   
to be graded on those bases as well as that of the length and meaningfulness. Short answers, however,                                   
are graded generally based on length and meaningfulness but they are not necessarily required to be                               
correct  grammatically  [3]. 
In our thesis, we have used natural language processing and machine learning to find out how                               







learning, an artificial agent learns and predicts the next possible result of a given problem. Using the                                 
training dataset, a machine can identify certain criterion and train itself to predict the next possible                               
output. We have used several approaches in our thesis to establish a system that would help with short                                   
answer  scoring. 
1.2  Motivation 
Script checking has always been a tiresome and tough job for people. It takes a lot of time and                                     
it might become pretty monotonous and boring. In most cases there are a lot of scripts to be checked                                     
within a short period of time and the faculty has to check the same answers over and over again. As an                                         
alternative to this, many institutions now a days conduct MCQ type tests instead of written responses.                               
This  approach,  however,  does  not  properly  assess  students’  critical  reasoning  and  writing  skills. 
Many standardized tests now a days require essays or short passages as writing tasks.                           
Thousands of people worldwide take these tests every year. The essay part of these exams, however,                               
can not be graded by the machines and thus they are saved and sent to thousands of graders. This is                                       
time consuming, expensive and effortful all at the same time. On the other hand, due to the same                                   
reason, where these tests could take short answers to have better view of a student’s knowledge about                                 
the topic, they rather opt for multiple choice type questions. The problem with MCQs is that the                                 
student has the chance to guess an answer even without knowing the correct solution which results in                                 
poor  evaluation. 
Another problem with human grading is that there is almost always no way to assess one’s                               
writing skills while practising at home or giving mock tests. No softwares and a very few online                                 







days for the results to come. So, the student most of the time does not have any way to judge whether                                         
his  writing  is  up  to  the  mark  or  not. 
An automatised way of grading short answers may help avoiding all these problems while                           
saving a lot of time, breath and money. Automated Essay Scoring (AES) will also give students an                                 
way  to  assess  themselves  and  improve  their  skills  by  receiving  quick  and  useful  feedbacks. 
1.3  Limitations  
The real challenge for any research is finding the right sets of data and our thesis is no                                   
exception to this. To train our artificial agent, we need a large selection of training dataset containing                                 
short answers that have been scored at least by two different graders in order to maintain uniformity                                 
and ensure cogency of the raters. These sorts of selection is not easily accessible for free. Another                                 
problem with finding such datasets is that most of the educational institutions in Bangladesh prefer                             
their students to write their answers on paper rather than typing in computers and thus these selection                                 
of data is really hard to find digitally. Thankfully, we found a public domain in which different                                 
companies and researchers post their data and it is available for everyone for free and thus, we                                 
collected our data for this thesis from Kaggle.com [5] which is used by thousands of statisticians and                                 
data  miners  for  machine  learning  purposes  all  over  the  world. 
The next hurdle we faced while doing our research was the fact that we were dealing with short                                   
answer questions. Any standard long essay, as we know it, has a length of around 500 words while the                                     
answers we had to grade were no more than 60 words. As a result of this, judging the answers with                                       








Another problem with grading short answers is the challenge of extracting the actual meaning                           
of a sentence. The same sentence can be written in so many different ways and there are so many ways                                       
of expressing the same word that it becomes almost impossible to determine the perfect meaning of a                                 
sentence. Our training data consists of 10 datasets each of which has around 1700 different entries for                                 
the same short answer. Therefore, there are thousands of different possible answers for the same                             
question with different synonymous words. Similarly, the correct keyword might be used in a wrong                             
answer  which  makes  it  even  more  difficult  to  grade  accurately. 
1.4  Research  Goal 
As complex and challenging this research may be, it is gratifying at the same time. There are                                 
millions of students all over the world. As of 2015, the total literacy rate of Bangladesh was 75.4% and                                     
total enrollment in primary, secondary and higher secondary schools were 23,907,151 [14]. The                         
secondary school enrollment [14] alone in the year 2015 was 7,400,000. Around 4 million students sit                               
for secondary and junior secondary school exams every year and million others sit for various tests                               
everyday. Unquestionably, one can guess the burden that falls over the graders of these exams which                               
results in wrong evaluation, time consuming outcome, exhaustion, monotony and many other                       
problems. 
This research gives us an opportunity to resolve these problems. Automatizing the grading                         
system might result in much more accurate results within a much shorter period of time. A large                                 








This research has also given us an opportunity to learn about Natural Language Processing and                             
Machine Learning and how to use the different approaches of machine learning to attain a desired                               
solution and help the teachers score their students or help students with better assessment of                             
themselves. 
Our main goal is to build an intelligent system that will help a student improve their critical                                 
reasoning and writing skills along with a better judgement of their caliber and at the same time,                                 
minimize the time and effort spent by the teachers in grading the scripts. With this thought, we started                                   
working with various supervised classification algorithms to see which method predicts the scores                         
closest to those of the human graders. In order to fulfill this goal, we will have to accumulate the right                                       
sort of data that contains a large number of short answers to certain questions with at least two human                                     
graders marking each of the answers. After getting the desired dataset, we will have to extract features                                 
to feed our algorithms for training. This will give us a chance to learn and use NLTK to extract                                     
features like bag of words, length, bag of keywords, misspelling words etc. Then, after training the                               
algorithms  we  will  have  to  do  the  testing  and  automatically  grade  the  short  answers  in  the  test  dataset. 












Initially, when we were processing and planning to successfully carry out our thesis, we                           
consulted  a number of papers regarding natural language processing (NLP). Jana and John developed                           
C­rater [13], where it is used to automatically score a student’s answer. It is supported by NLP and                                   
Knowledge Representation (KR) techniques. In this system, initially, the model answers are generated                         
with the help of given concepts and later, the student’s answer is processed by NLP technique. But                                 
according to Shweta and Sonal there are a “few disadvantages of the system where there is No distinct                                   
concepts specified, unexpected similar lexicons, incorrect spelling mistakes and many more” [15].                       
Arshad and Mohammed made a system Automated essay grading [16], this system would “analyze                           
text essays then predict the score”. The system used Natural language toolkit (NLTK) to extract                             
features like word count, tokenized and many more to process the data and run it in the system where                                     
the system is being trained with similar data to score the essay. Laurie and Maiga developed                               
Auto­assessor in the year of 2011[17], their target was to automatically score the short answers of                               
students by the semantic meaning of those answers. Auto­assessor is underpinned by NLP technique                           
with component based architecture. The sentences are re­processed using the components to their                         
canonical form so that later it could be used in processing of both supplied correct answers and student                                   
responses. Afterwards, evaluation of the student response with the correct answer takes place where                           
each word from the correct answers in canonical form is compared with the word from student                               
response to finally score the answer. Ade­Ibijola, Wakama and Amadi developed Automated Essay                         







Extraction (IE). This ES is composed of three primary modules namely: Knowledge Base, Inference                           
Engine and Working Memory. Inference engine uses shallow NLP technique to promote the pattern                           
matching from the inference rules to the data contained in knowledge base. The NLP module contains:                               
a Lexical Analyzer, a Filter and a Synonyms Handler module. The correctness evaluation is performed                             
by fuzzy model which generate the scores for student answer with the help of two parameters: the                                 
percentage match and the mark assigned. Steven Burrows, Iryna Gurevych and Benno Stein have                           





Every research is bound to have a few biases and ours is no different from that. This research is                                     
about scoring short answers based on previously scored datasets. As a result, dissimilarity in the                             
training dataset answers and the test dataset answers might result in erroneous scoring of the short                               







barrier between a computer and a human grader. It is easier for humans to determine if two different                                   
sentences carry the similar concept but the same task is next to impossible for a computer. Another                                 
bias in the system is the irrelevant usage of keywords. In scoring the short answers, we have used bag                                     
of keywords as a feature but there might be a few questions that have the correct keywords in a wrong                                       
or  unrelated  sentence. 
2.3  Problem  Statement  
Nowadays we can find a number of assessment tools on the market, but most of these tools are                                   
to score objective type questions like multiple choice questions. Using such assessment tools one can                             
assess a student only at a very lower level of Blooms taxonomy [10] of educational objectives. Also,                                 
these type of tools fail to assess a student’s spelling mistakes, critical reasoning skills and the correct                                 
order of words. In order to overcome the above stated problems, we are going to develop a system to                                     
evaluate the student’s short answers using NLP and Machine Learning (ML). More details of the                             
system  is  discussed  in  Chapter  4,  Section  4.1. 


























After selecting the problem that we wanted to work on, the very next step was to get the data.                                     
For topic like ours we needed a lot of data containing human graded answers along with some                                 
information. More about the data are discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.1. Section 5.2 discusses the                               
process of our data collection. At Kaggle we found a bulk amount of data which turned out to be very                                       
useful. We had to process those data to make it workable for our system by removing noise and                                   
corruption. More about data processing is discussed in Section 5.3. After data processing in order for                               
our system to work we had to remove the stop words. We trained our machine with those data to                                     
develop a system that grades short answers accordingly by extracting features from the trained data. In                               
Chapter  5,  Section  5.6  we  talked  more  about  how  we  extracted  features  from  the  data.  
After getting all the data sorted, we use those data to train our algorithms of classifiers and the                                     
test data are given into the algorithm to get the test data scored by the algorithms of classifiers.                                   
Algorithms uses different extracted features mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.6, and compare the test                             
data with the trained data so that it can compare and categorize the score of the test data. In chapter 6,                                         
we  talked  more  about  the  different  classifiers  and  algorithms  used  and  their  results.  
After we have the test results we start to compare the generated results by the different                               











We are entering the era of big data. For example, there are about 1 trillion web pages, one hour                                     
of video is uploaded to YouTube every second, amounting to 10 years of content every day2; the                                 
genomes of 1000s of people, each of which has a length of 3.8 × 109 base pairs, have been sequenced                                       
by various labs; Walmart handles more than 1M transactions per hour and has databases containing                             
more  than  2.5  petabytes  (2.5  ×  1015)  of  information  (Cukier  2010);  and  so  on.  
This deluge of data calls for automated methods of data analysis, which is what machine                             
learning provides. In particular, we define machine learning as a set of methods that can automatically                               
detect patterns in data, and then use the uncovered patterns to predict future data, or to perform other                                   
kinds of decision making under uncertainty. The best way to solve such problem is to use the tool of                                     
probability  theory.  Probability  theory  can  be  applied  to  any  problem  involving  uncertainty.  
Machine learns when they take a series of input data and based on mathematical calculations                             
they correctly choose an algorithm to apply to that input so that the output is given in such a way                                       
which is useful to the user. Being accepted or not accepted is important because that feedback                               
information accumulates and feeds into the selection criteria used to choose the algorithm. It’s closed                             
feedback loop. The current machine learning algorithms that we can find are mostly designed in such a                                 
way so that it can solve a single well defined problem, often better than humans. However, significant                                 







Furthermore, these algorithms do not match human intelligence because they tend to learn one thing                             
very  precisely  at  a  time  but  not  more  than  one  thing. 
4.2  Types  of  Machine  Learning 
Machine learning is usually divided into two main types. In the predictive or supervised                           
learning approach, the goal is to learn a mapping from inputs x to outputs y, given a labeled set of                                       
input­output pairs D = {(x i , y i )} N i=1 . Here D is called the training set, and N is the number of training                                       
examples. In the simplest setting, each training input x i is a D­dimensional vector of numbers,                             
representing, say, the height and weight of a person. These are called features, attributes or covariates.                               
In general, however, x i could be a complex structured object, such as an image, a sentence, an email                                   
message, a time series, a molecular shape, a graph, etc. Similarly the form of the output or response                                   
variable can in principle be anything, but most methods assume that y i is a categorical or nominal                                 
variable from some finite set, y i ∈ {1,...,C} (such as male or female), or that y i is a real­valued scalar                                       
(such as income level). When y i is categorical, the problem is known as classification or pattern                               
recognition, and when y i is real­valued, the problem is known as regression. Another variant, known as                               
ordinal regression, occurs where label space Y has some natural ordering, such as grades A–F. The                               
second main type of machine learning is the descriptive or unsupervised learning approach. Here we                             
are only given inputs, D = {x i } N i=1 , and the goal is to find “interesting patterns” in the data. This is                                       
sometimes called knowledge discovery. This is a much less well­defined problem, since we are not                             
told what kinds of patterns to look for, and there is no obvious error metric to use (unlike supervised                                     
learning, where we can compare our prediction of y for a given x to the observed value). There is a                                       







commonly used. This is useful for learning how to act or behave when given occasional reward or                                 
punishment signals. (For example, consider how a baby learns to walk.). Machine Learning [20] for                             
more  information  on  RL. 
Natural  Language  Processing  
Computer science, computational linguistics and artificial intelligence, combination of these                   
three makes the Natural Language Processing. Natural Language Processing is the study that enables                           
computers to understand the meaning of the human language or natural language. This line of study is                                 
related to the human­computer interactions. Moderns NLP algorithms are mainly based on Machine                         
learning and statistics. Some of the major tasks in natural language processing are automatic                           
summarization, morphological segmentation, named entity recognition, semantic analysis, optical                 
character recognition, parsing, question answering, speech analysis, information extraction,                 
information  retrievals,  translation  and  many  more. 
4.3  Natural  Language  ToolKit 
The NLTK module is a massive tool kit, aimed at helping us with the entire Natural Language                                 
Processing (NLP) methodology. NLTK helped us with everything from splitting sentences from                       
paragraphs, splitting up words, recognizing the part of speech of those words, highlighting the main                             
subjects, and then even with helping the machine to understand what the text is all about. Python’s                                 
package NLTK is one of the most important package for our thesis. Using the NLTK we bring out                                   









Word Net is a lexical database for the English language. It groups English words into sets of                                 
synonyms called synsets, provides short definitions and usage examples, and records a number of                           
relations among these synonym sets or their members. Word Net can thus be seen as a combination of                                   
dictionary and thesaurus. While it is accessible to human users via a web browser, its primary use is in                                     














The blood vessels help to maintain normal body temperature. Explain how the blood vessels reduce                             
heat  loss  if  the  body  temperature  falls  below  normal. 
Marking  Scheme  (full  mark  3)  Any  Three 
Vasoconstriction; explanation (of vasoconstriction); less blood flows to / through the skin / close to the                               
surface;  less  heat  loss  to  air/surrounding/from  the  blood  /  less  radiation  /  conduction  /  convection. 
Here  is  a  sample  of  real  answers:  
1. all the blood move faster and dose not go near the top of your skin they stay close to the moses 2.                                             
The blood vessels stops a large ammount of blood going to the blood capillary and sweat gland. This                                   
prents  the  presonne  from  sweating  and  loosing  heat 
3. When the body falls below normal the blood vessels 'vasoconstrict' where the blood supply to the                                 
skin is cut off, increasing the metabolism of the body. This prevents heat loss through the skin, and                                   
causes  the  body  to  shake  to  increase  metabolism. 
It will be obvious that many answers are ungrammatical with many spelling mistakes, even if                             







methods will be difficult. Furthermore, even if we had fully accurate syntactic and semantic                           
processing,  many  cases  require  a  degree  of  inference.  
Our data that we collect are similar to the example that I just mentioned earlier. We collected                                 
ten different sets of data, the one we are calling  data_set.  Each data_set represents a different question                                 
and different type of answer and marking schemes. Combining all the data we have almost twenty                               
seven thousand five hundred and eighty eight data.  In each data_set precious information on how to                               














After we tool the data from Kaggle, we sorted all the data according to their data_set. In this                                   













Score1:  Score1 are the scores that was given by first human examiners to the student for that answer                                   
of  that  particular  data_set. 




In total combining all the data of all ten training data_set we are working with almost twenty                                 
seven thousand five hundred and eighty eight data. If we consider the first training data_set, it contains                                 
one thousand six hundred seventy two data. From those we filtered out one thousand three hundred                               
and  ninety  one  and  used  them  to  train  our  algorithm.  Dropping  two  hundred  and  eighty  one.  
We only took those data where both the score, score1 and score2 are the same. Giving us                                 
train_data_set into four categories of each score from 0 to 3. Now for each score we roughly have                                   
three hundred to four hundred train_data_set with which we can train our algorithm to run the                               
test_data to find out the score that our program gives and match it with the actual human score to find                                       
out  the  accuracy.  Which  we  will  be  discussing  later.  
5.4  Word  tokenization  and  Sentence  tokenization 




























The idea of Natural Language Processing is to do some form of analysis, or processing, where                               
the machine can understand, at least to some level, what the text means, says, or implies. This is an                                     
obviously massive challenge, but there are steps to doing it that anyone can follow. The main idea,                                 
however, is that computers simply do not, and will not, ever understand words directly. Humans don't                               
either. In humans, memory is broken down into electrical signals in the brain, in the form of neural                                   
groups that fire in patterns. There is a lot about the brain that remains unknown, but, the more we                                     
break down the human brain to the basic elements, we find out basic the elements really are. Well, it                                     
turns out computers store information in a very similar way! We need a way to get as close to that as                                         
possible if we're going to mimic how humans read and understand text. Generally, computers use                             
numbers for everything, but we often see directly in programming where we use binary signals (True                               
or False, which directly translate to 1 or 0, which originates directly from either the presence of an                                   
electrical signal (True, 1), or not (False, 0)). To do this, we need a way to convert words to values, in                                         
numbers, or signal patterns. The process of converting data to something a computer can understand is                               






























PyEnchant is a spell checking library for python, based on the Enchant library. By using the                               




















































Machine Learning is defined as the science of getting computers to perform without being                           
explicitly programmed [7].  It explores the analysis and construction of algorithms that can learn from                             
data and make predictions [6]. In general, Machine Learning is categorized into three types namely ­                               
(1) Supervised Learning, (2) Unsupervised Learning and (3) Reinforcement Learning. In our thesis,                         
we  have  used  supervised  learning  in  order  to  grade  the  short  answers  of  the  students.  
Supervised Learning includes the section of machine learning where the system predicts the                         
next possible outcome using training data. To solve problems using supervised learning, one has to                             
first determine the type of data to be used as the training data set and accumulate the data. In case of                                         
our research, the type of data that we needed to train our algorithms were bulk amount of short                                   
answers to certain questions that were scored by at least two human graders to ensure validation.                               
Afterwards, we took the assistance of Kaggle for data accumulation. After determining the appropriate                           
learning algorithm, one will have to complete the design and finally, evaluate the efficiency of the                               
system which in case of our thesis, are SVM, SGD, Decision Tree Learning and Naive Bayes                               
algorithm  and  have  been  discussed  later  in  this  section. 
There are several approaches and algorithms to predict upcoming solutions using supervised                       
learning. A few of them include Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier, Artificial Neural                         
Networks, Decision Tree Learning, Support Vector Machines, Gaussian Process Regression, Nearest                     
Neighbor Algorithm, Stochastic Gradient Descent etc. In our thesis, we used three different                         







the regular Naive Bayes classifier and Support Vector Machine (SVM), Stochastic gradient Descent                         
(SGD)  and  Decision  Tree  Learning  algorithm  in  order  to  grade  short  answers. 
We used scikit for implementing Multinomial Naive bayes, SVM, SGD and Decision Tree                         
Learning algorithm. The general working procedure for all the classifiers are more or less the same                               
where we have used feature union in order to train our data. Next, we created a pipeline containing all                                     
the features and the different classifiers. More about these classifiers and screenshots of the codes are                               
added  later  in  this  chapter.  
6.2  Naive  Bayes  Classifier 
The Naive Bayes classifiers, in machine learning, are a set of supervised learning algorithms                           
that use simple probability to determine the maximum likelihood of occurrence of a possible solution.                             
This algorithm is based on applying the Bayes’ Theorem with the naive assumption of independence                             
between the features [11]. The Naive Bayes methods are also referred to as simple Bayes or                               
independent Bayes. Although naive Bayes classifier is based on the Bayes’ theorem, it is not                             
necessarily  a  Bayesian  method  [8]. 













This classifier is very popular because classification using Naive Bayes algorithm is easy, quick and                             
efficient. 
In our research, we trained our algorithm for naive bayes with the extracted features from the                               
answers that contained the highest score (three marks). We, then, tested the test data set to predict the                                   
probability of all the answers of carrying a score of three. Next, we divided the result ranging from 0                                     
to 1 into four divisions. Any answers having the probability of getting a score of three more than 0.75                                     
upto 1 got a score of 3. Similarly, answers having the probability of getting three marks ranging from                                   
0.51  to  0.75  got  2  marks,  0.26  to  0.50  probabilities  got  1  marks  and  range  of  0  to  0.25  got  a  0. 
6.3  Gaussian  Naive  Bayes 
The  Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier mainly deals with continuous data. It is assumed that the                             












Where, is the mean of the values in associated with class and is the variance of                                       
the values in associated with class . Both the parameters and are estimated using                                 
maximum  likelihood. 
6.4  Multinomial  Naive  Bayes 
The Multinomial Naive Bayes is one of the two classic naive Bayes variants used in text                                 
classification. It implements the naive Bayes algorithm for multinomially distributed data [11]. The                         
distribution is specified by vectors for each class , where, is the number of                               









where is the number of times feature appears in a sample of class in the                                   












Another common method that is used to perform supervised learning using different classifiers                         
in order to predict upcoming possible solutions is Support Vector Machine (SVM). It  is a                             
discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating hyperplane. In other words, the algorithm                         
outputs an optimal hyperplane for given training data which categorizes new examples. In spite of                             



















Stochastic gradient descent, also known as incremental gradient descent,  is a simple yet very                           
efficient approach to discriminative learning of linear classifiers under convex loss functions. It is a                             
stochastic approximation of the gradient descent optimization method for minimizing an objective                       
function that is written as a sum of differentiable functions [9].  SGD has been around in the machine                                   
learning community for a long time but it has received a considerable amount of attention just recently                                 
in  the  context  of  large­scale  learning. 



















Decision tree learning uses a decision tree as a predictive model which maps observations                           
about an item (represented in the branches) to conclusions about the item's target value (represented in                               
the leaves) [12]. It is one of the predictive modelling approaches used in statistics, data mining and                                 
machine learning. Tree models where the target variable can take a finite set of values are called                                 
classification trees; in these tree structures, leaves represent class labels and branches represent                         



























For the analysis of our research, we have computed the  precision, recall, F­measure and                           
support for each class. These measures depend upon sensitivity and specificity. To understand these                           
terms better, one has to first have a clear idea about True Positives, True negatives, False Positives and                                   
False  negatives. 
True Positives (TP):  True positive occurs when positives are correctly identified as such. In                           
machine learning, when the predicted outcome matches the actual value as positive, then it is said to                                 
be  a  true  positive. 
True Negatives (TN):  Just like the true positives, True negativity occurs when negatives are                           
correctly identified as such. In machine learning, when the predicted outcome matches the actual value                             
as  negative,  it  is  said  to  be  a  true  negative. 
False Positives (FP):  False positives or false alarms are errors that occur when  the prediction                             
indicates  that  the  result  is  positive  but  the  actual  value  is  negative. 
False Negatives (FN):  False Negatives are errors where a test result indicates that a condition                             

















Precision:  The precision  or positive predictive value  is the ability of the classifier not to label a                                 
negative sample as positive.  It is the ratio given by:  TP/(TP + FP) , where,  TP  is the number of true                                       
positives  and  FP  is  the  number  of  false  positives. 
Recall:  The recall or true positive rate is the ability of the classifier to find all the positive                                   
samples. Recall is the ratio given by:  TP/(TP + FN) , where,  TP  is the number of true positives and  FN                                       
is  the  number  of  false  negatives. 
F­measure: F­measure or F­score is a measure of a test's accuracy. It considers both the                               
precision and the recall of the test to compute the score.  The  F­measure score can be interpreted as a                                     
weighted harmonic mean of the precision and recall, where it reaches its best value at 1 and worst                                   










Support:  The support is the number of occurrences of each class in the system. In our thesis,                                 
support  indicates  how  many  rows  of  each  score  has  occurred  in  the  processing  of  the  data. 
For our analysis, we calculated the accuracy, precision, recall, F1­score and support for each                           
algorithm  and  compared  them  against  each  other.  
7.2  Analysis  for  Support  Vector  Machine 










































































































The predicted result are generated using all the classifiers. Among the classifiers we could find                             
that the SVM classifier could predict closer to the human score. The output of the predicted score are                                   
shown  in  Figure  7.6. 
Analysing all the algorithms and calculating their accuracies, we came to the decision that                           
Support Vector Machine is the most accurate method among all the other methods that we tested.                               
Stochastic Gradient Descent is also able to produce a somewhat accurate result, though not as precise                               









Also as we have recorded the accuracy of the different classifiers using different number of                             
training data and was plotted in the graph which is shown in Figure 7.7. In here we changed the                                     
number of data set as 300, 600, 900 and 1391. As we increase the number of training data set we can                                         
see most of the classifiers could identify and predict more accurate result. Throughout the process we                               
can see that the SVM classifier gives us much more accurate result than the other classifiers. But while                                   



















We started our thesis on Automated Short Answer Scoring thinking of establishing a system                           
that will be able to grade short answer scripts with accuracy and preciseness as good as that of human                                     
graders. We tried and tested a number of algorithms in order to achieve our goal. Some of them                                   
worked better than the others in sense of efficiency, effectiveness, complexity and correctness.                         
Multinomial Naive Bayes turned out to be the least accurate of all even though it was the simplest                                   
process among them. Decision tree and Stochastic Gradient Descent or SGD also gave good results                             
but comparing all other features one algorithm stood out better than all the others. At the end of our                                     
thesis, after comparing all the algorithms that we used on the aforementioned scale, we came to the                                 
decision that Support Vector Machines or SVM would be the best choice to score short answers.                               
Although our algorithm has some limitations and shortcomings of its own, it is able to predict scores                                 
that  are  the  closest  to  that  of  human  raters. 
8.2  Future  Works 
Our primary goal was to establish a system that would make people’s lives easier and assist in                                 
the improvement of a student’s writing abilities. We have somewhat succeeded in achieving our goal                             
but our work does not end here. We have a few plans for the future of our research. Firstly, we plan to                                           
have an online database management system where people can upload their data for our algorithm to                               







automated feedback system depending on various scores obtained so that students can assess                         

























Continuous data:  Continuous data is quantitative data that can be measured. It has an infinite number                               
of possible values within a selected range e.g. temperature range. In Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier,                             
this  range  spans  from  0  to  1. 
 
Normal (Gaussian) distribution:  The Gaussian distribution is a continuous function which                     
approximates the exact binomial distribution of events. If Gaussian distribution is normalized then the                           
sum  over  all  values  of  x  gives  a  probability  of  1. 
 
Bloom's Taxonomy:  Bloom's Taxonomy was created in 1956 under the leadership of educational                         
psychologist Dr Benjamin Bloom in order to promote higher forms of thinking in education, such as                               
analyzing and evaluating concepts, processes, procedures, and principles, rather than just remembering                       
facts. 
 
Multinomial distribution: The multinomial distribution is a generalization of the binomial                     









Supervised learning:  Supervised learning is the machine learning task of inferring a function from                           
labeled training data. The training data consists of a set of training examples. In supervised learning,                               
each  example  is  a  pair  consisting  of  an  input  object  and  a  desired  output  value. 
 
OCR:  Optical character recognition (a.k.a. optical character reader, OCR) is the  mechanical or                         
electronic conversion of  images of typed, handwritten or printed text into machine­encoded text,                         
whether from a scanned document, a photo of a document, a scene­photo or from subtitle text                               
superimposed  on  an  image. 
 
Pipeline:  Pipeline is used to chain multiple estimators into one. This is useful as there is often a fixed                                     
sequence of steps in processing the data, for example feature selection, normalization and                         
classification.  
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